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82 UM coeds pledge Greek sororities
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Eighty-two coeds at the University of Montana in Missoula have pledged six social sororities at UM.

Fifteen Montana hometowns and 19 -out-of-state hometowns, including one in Canada are represented.

The number of pledges in individual sororities include Alpha Omicron Pi (AOP); three; Alpha Phi (AP), 24; Delta Gamma (DG), 12; Kappa Kappa Gamma (KKG), 15; Kappa Alpha Theta (KAT), 17; and Sigma Kappa (SK), 11.

Names of the coeds and the abbreviations for their respective social sororities are listed by the coeds' hometowns. Coeds from in-state communities are listed first.

BILLINGS--Nancy Edith Heald, AP; Barbara E. Gullard, KKG; Joni Lynn Kunkel, KKG; Jocelyn Moira MacDonald, SK; Christine L. Switzer, KAT.

BOZEMAN--Jill Marie Belden, AP.

BUTTE--Elizabeth Jean Pore, KKG; Lynn Marie Hollenbeck, AP; Susan Joy McKenzie, KAT; Christine Lynn Mahoney, KAT; Sandy E. Miller, KAT; Jacqueline Sue Rahn, KAT; Ruth Mullen, SK.

CUT BANK--Linda Marie Gunlikson, AP.

DEER LODGE--Raenice Louise Perry, DG.

GREAT FALLS--Kathleen Ann Pfennigs, AP; Renee Helen Grassell, DG; Kathy Jean Kelley, DG; Debbie Anne Hawes, KAT.

HARDIN--Bonnie Helen Matovich, AP; Karen Ann Petelin, AP; Debra Kay Reed, AP; Jean Louise Beary, KAT.

HELENA--Virginia Anne Johnson, AP; Sherryl Lynne Heen, SK.
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KALISPELL--Karen Jo King, KKG; Carol Jean Stoick, KAT; Marcie Jo White, KAT;
Susan Caryl O'Neal, AP.

LIVINGSTON--Sandra Lee Smith, AOP.

LOLO--Susan Alice Schroeder, AP; Virginia Jane Murphy, KAT.

MISSOULA--Colleen Gay Kelly, AOP; Laurie Louise Caras, AP; Susan L. DeMarois, AP;
Sheila Rae Ford, AP; Jamie Patrice Gaul, AP; Marla Kim Manning, AP; Debra Jeanne Parock, AP;
Diane Marie Richlie, AP; Marcia Corinne Turman, AP; Christine Lynn Clark, DG;
Florence Janette Daly, DG; Rica A. Garrison, DG; Thula Clare Weisel, DG;
Bobbie Jean Williams, DG; Lisa Maureen Curran, KKG; Joann Kay Madsen, KKG;
Margaret Ann Porter, KKG; Sarah Ann Simmons, KKG; Nancy L. Carrington, SK;
Joanne Marie Locke, SK.

PENTWOOD--Louise Kay Granning, AOP.

RAMSAY--Corrine Lee Wedin, KAT.

SHEPHERD--Monica Elizabeth Bengtson, KAT.

Coeds from out-of-state who pledged sororities included:

CALGARY, ALTA., CAN.--Mary Jo Frances Walla, DG.

GLENDALE, CALIF.--Judy Lyn Altwein, DG; SHERMAN OAKS, CALIF.--Sue Campbell, SK;

VALENCIA, CALIF.--Mary Patricia McMahon, AP.

BOULDER, COLO.--Carla Willyard, KKG; Paula Elizabeth Penfold, KAT.

BOISE, IDAHO--Jane Louise Connor, KAT; Kathryn C. Herndon, AP; Nancy Lee Jordan, KKG;
Nancy Jean Perkins, KAT; IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO--Jane Justan Bowman, KAT.

HINSDALE, ILL.--Patricia Jean Cagney, SK.

EDINA, MINN.--Catherine Lou Althoff, SK; Elizabeth M. Bricker, KKG; Polly Anton Lyman, KKG.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.--Marlena Jo Bromschwig, SK; Bridget Ann Carr, SK; Barbara Ann Penner, KKG;

EXCELSIOR, MINN.--E. Ames Chandler, KKG.

KANSAS CITY, MO.--Barbara Anne Loepp, DG.

GRAND FORKS, N.D.--Deborah F. Butterwick, AP.

FAYETTEVILLE, N.Y.--Palma Sue Sandell, KKG.

BARTLESVILLE, OKLA.--Susan Elizabeth Cobb, DG.

BELLEVUE, WASH.--Renee Louise Boisseau, SK; SPOKANE, WASH.--Julie Garvin Kopet, AP;
PROSSER, WASH.--Mary Jane Moore, AP.

MADISON, WISC.--Jane Depew Bush, KAT.
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